The sound of the hoe striking a stone

The sound of the hoe striking a small buried stone - the cicada's song

In the corn field - a hoe striking a buried stone: a cicada's song.

the hot hoe striking a stone - a cicada's song.

Rows of tomatoes

Tomato plant rows... the hot hoe striking a stone: a cicada's song.

The cross's silhouette against the autumn moon - the scarecrow's shadow.
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The old scarecrow thins
with each wisp of autumn wind -
a sliver of moon

The old scarecrow
thinning in the autumn wind:
the crescent moon.

The skinny scarecrow
thinning in the autumn wind:
the crescent moon.

The crescent moon,
and the skinny scarecrow thinning
in the autumn wind.

The old scarecrow thins
a wisp of straw on the autumn wind.

The crescent moon,
and the old scarecrow thinning
in the autumn wind
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The bride's bustle-gown
rustling in the sudden breezes
the sound of young leaves.

My weeping mother
sweeping wet leaves from "Larry"
etched in the cracked sidewalk.

The old empty house
like a skull sunk in a sea
of stars and fireflies.

The old empty house

A cloud masks the moon

Down the winding path
through the woods...a butterfly:
the sound of the brook.

A butterfly
down the winding path through the woods:
the sound of the brook.

Down the winding path
through the woods...a butterfly
imitates the brook.
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The bride's bustled gown
rustling in the sunny breeze;
the sound of young leaves.

My weeping leaves
sweeping leaves from "Larry" etched
in the cracked pavement.

Beneath fallen leaves,
"Larry" etched in the cracked sidewalk:

My weeping mother
sweeping wet leaves from "Larry"
etched in the cracked sidewalk.
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Like a happy child
leaving on a holiday

Like a child leaving
on a holiday, the old woman
sits on the stretcher
smiling and waving

Like a child leaving
on a holiday, the old woman
waves from the stretcher.

Like a child off
on a holiday, the old woman

Like a child off
on a holiday, the old woman
waves from the stretcher.

The old woman
waves from the stretcher like a child
off on holiday.

The old woman
waves from the stretcher like a child
on a holiday.

The old woman waves
from the stretcher like a child
on a holiday.

The old woman waves
from the stretcher like a child
on a holiday.

like a child off on holiday,
waves from the stretcher
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The bride's bustled gown
rustling in the April breeze:
the sound of young leaves.

The bride's bustle-gown
rustling in the sunny breeze:
the sound of young leaves.

The bride's bustled gown
rustling in the sun and breeze:
the sound of young leaves.

The bride's bustle-gown
rustling in the sun and breeze:
the sound of young leaves.

The taffeta gown
rustling in the sunny breeze:
the sound of young leaves.

The aftergow

The steaming peach trees:
a series of cicadas
increases the heat.

The dying old woman
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The leaves the fallen leaves

The child drops the mask
in a puddle

The locked hardwood door
between us

The bolted door
and more between us

Locked out in the cold -
the hardwood door,
and more between us.

Locked out in the cold
the hardwood door, and more
between us

Locked out on the steps
in the cold - the hardwood door,
and more between us.

Locked out in the cold -
the hardwood door,
and more between us.

The spoiled brat

The spoiled

The blacktop highway

My little brother
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Cloud peaks deep in the creek

Cloud peaks

Beneath fallen leaves
etched in the cracked sidewalk -
my dead brother's name.

Beneath fallen leaves
covering the cracked sidewalk -
my dead brother's name.

Beneath fallen leaves,
my little brother's name etched
in the cracked sidewalk.

Beneath fallen leaves,
my brother Larry's name etched
in the cracked sidewalk.

My little brother
etching his name in cement

The autumn mist,
and the smell of burning leaves

The autumn mist
drifting over the river

Beneath a blanket
of leaves covering the walk

Beneath fallen leaves*
my little brother's name etched
in the cracked sidewalk.

Beneath fallen leaves,
my brother Larry's name etched
in the cracked sidewalk.
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Her nakedness
through the hardwood door between us -
left out in the cold.

spring wind whistling through the keyhole

Her nakedness speaks
through the bolted hardwood door -
left out in the cold.

Her naked self
beyond the bolted hardwood door -
left out in the cold.

Her naked self
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Under the old porch, 
under a blanket of leaves, 
lies a moldy doll 

Under the old porch, 
under a blanket of leaves - 
a moldy rag doll. 

Under rotting leaves, 
under the old wooden porch, 
lies a moldy doll. 

Under rotting leaves, 
under the tumble-down porch, 
lies a moldy doll, 

Beneath rotting leaves, 
under the tumble-down porch, 
lies a moldy doll. 

The autumn moon 
over the old empty house 

She speaks softly 

Her nakedness I feel - 
the hardwood door between us - 
left out o 

Her nakedness I feel - 
the hardwood door between us - 
left out in the cold. 

Through the hardwood door 
between us 

Her nakedness 
through the hardwood door between us
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Under linden leaves 
covering the wet sidewalk - my dead brother's name.

Under wet leaves

The linden leaves fall, 
and cover my dead brother's name etched in the sidewalk.

Under the linden, 
over the sidewalk

Under the old porch, 
under wet paper and leaves
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The golden maple
like a bouquet dropping petals

The golden maple
dropping leaves...patching the pants
of the old scarecrow.

The golden maple
drops a leaf...patches the pants
of the old scarecrow.

The linden leaves fall

The linden leaves fall,
and mother sweeps - it rains

Mother sweeping leaves

The linden leaves fall,
and we sweep the walk

The autumn moon
deep

The linden leaves fall
and cover my brother's name
etched in the sidewalk.

The wet fallen leaves
cover my dead brother's name
etched in the sidewalk.

Under linden leaves
covering the sidewalk

The linden leaves

The linden leaves fall,
and we sweep...it rains

The linden leaves fall
and she sweeps the walk - it rains,
and she sweeps...and then...
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The horse-drwn

The horse-drawn hearse rumbling by a pile of dung: flies scatter...return.

The bô

The black horse-drawn hearse rumbling by a pile of dung: flies scatter...return.

The moon, and cloud pewk

The moon, and cloud peaks deep in the creek

drifting suds like an iceberg

Cloud peaks in the creek

drifting sun

The golden maple dropping leaves

The golden maple dropping a puzzle of leaves

The Go

The golden maple dropping wet leaves...covering the fallen scarecrow.
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flying milkweed seed... a killdeer sweeps and cries: the sound of the scythe

Thunder and lightning; a horse-drawn hearse rumbles

Thunder and lightning

a horse-drawn hearse rumbles

a squirrel in the willow

The horse-drawn hearse

rumbling over dung...flies scatter

The horse-drawn hearse

rumbling over dung...flies scatter

The horse-drawn hearse

rumbling over dung...flies scatter...return.

The horse-drawn hearse

rumbling over a pile of dung; flies scatter...return.

The horse-drawn hearse

rumbling over a pile of dung; scattered flies return

The wake of the hearse scattered flies return to dung

Lightning and
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The kite in the tree
rustling in the breezes
the sound of young leaves

In the summer fields...
a killdeer sweeps and cries:
the sound of the scythe

the bride's gown rustling in the breeze:

The gown of the bride:

The bride's satin gown
hung and rustling in the breezes

the breeze ruffles the lake

A field of weeds

A field of high weeds...
The field of high weeds...
a killdeer sweeps and cries:
the sound of the scythe.

The smile

The running bride's gown
rustling in the sunny breeze:
the sound of young leaves.
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The misty moon
like a caterpillar tent
in the cherry tree

A cicada
on the glistening wire
sizzles in the sun

The hot copper sun
sunk in the green pond - a carp
sucking in the scum

The rippling pong...

The rippling pond
a carp sucking scum

The ripples' core...
a carp sucking scum on the pond:
the hot copper sun

The ripples' core
like a contraceptive...

Like the contraceptive
a carp sucking scum

in the rippling pond -
a gold carp sucking green scum:
the hot copper sun.

A contraceptive
floating on the pond

A contraceptive
floating on the rippling pond...
a carp sucking scum.
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He climbed the town flag pole
Before he left for war
And stuck a wad of gum

He shimmied up the flag-pole,
And made it his greatest goal

He resolved
to remove
a wad of gum

A wad of gum
high up on the town flagpole

Before he left for war,
he stuck a wad of chewing gum

He shimmied up the flag pole
And left a wad of gum no more

He shimmied up the flag-pole
And made it his goal

He shimmied up the flag-pole
A wad of chewing gum, no more

High on the flag-pole
A wad of gum marked his goal

High on the flag-pole
a wad of gum marks his goal

High on the town flag pole
A wad of gum marks his goal;
To remove it

At the top of the town flag pole
A wad of chewing gum marks his goal;
To climb and remove it, he swore,
But he never returned from war.
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At the top of the town flag-pole,
A wad of chewing gum marks his goal:
To climb and remove it, he swore -
But he never returned from the war.

A wad of chewing gum marks his goal
At the top of the town flag-pole:
To climb and remove it, he swore -

A wad of bubble gum marks his goal:
To climb and remove it (he swore)
From the top of the town flag-pole -
But he never returned from the war.

A wad of bubble gum, his goal:
To climb and remove it (he swore)
From the top of the town flag-pole -
But he never returned from the war.

A bubble gum wad marks his goal

A wad of bubble gum marks his goal:
To climb and remove it (he swore)
From the top of the town flag-pole -
But he never returned from the war.
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A wad of bubble gum, his goal:
To climb and remove it (he swore)
From the top of the town flag-pole -
But he never returned from the war.
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Compliments of
Atop the pole,
above the half-masted flag -
a wad of bubble gum

The summer heat

The city heat:
a wad of bubble gum

The city heat:
wads of bubble gum

The city heat:
bubble gum on the sidewalk
sticking to my feet.

My little brother's grave:
a firefly sleeps on a blade of grass

My little brother's grave:
the dew - and a sleeping firefly
on a blade of grass.

A wad of bubble gum
atop the town flag pole -
he never returned from the war.

lights a firefly

My little brother's grave

The dewy grass
on my little brother's grave;
a sleeping firefly.

The morning dew
on my little brother's grave

My little brother's grave:
a sleeping firefly on a blade of dewy grass
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A sleeping firefly
on my little brother's grave -
the morning dew.

My little brother lies
beneath the dewy grass,
a sleeping firefly.

A sleeping firefly
on a blade of dewy grass...
my little brother's grave.

My little brother's grave -
on a blade of dewy grass,
a sleeping firefly.

A wad of bubble gum
atop the town flag pole -
farwa

The open grave

In the folded flag,
within his mother's arms,
six empty shells.

In the folded flag,
in his weeping mother's arms,
six empty shells.

A sea of fireflies
stretching over the graveyard:
the Milky Way.

On a blade of grass,
on my little brother's grave:
a sleeping firefly.
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In the valley in the darkness,
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sappers -

In the valley in the darkness,
Company D was overrun
By waves of suicide soldiers -
Exploding mortars like the sun!

In the valley in the darkness,
Though outnumbered five to one,
Delta butted, knifed and booted:
Delta made the enemy run!

In the valley in the sunlight
Lay the wounded and the dead:
Corporal Lawrence Virgilio
With shrapnel in his head.
An unknown bird sang that morning:
An unknown flower blood-red.

In the valley in the sunlight
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In the valley in the darkness,
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sapers -
Exploding mortars like the sun!

In the valley in the darkness,
though outnumbered five to one,
Delta butted, knifed and booted;
Delta made the enemy run!

In the valley in the sunlight,
Among the wounded, countless dead:
Corporal Lawrence Virgilio
With shrapnel in his head.

In the valley in the sunlight,
Lay the wounded and the dead:
Corporal Lawrence Virgilio
With shrapnel in his head.
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In the valley in the darkness,
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sapers -
Exploding mortars like the sun!

In the valley in the darkness,
Though outnumbered five to one,
Delta butted, knifed and booted;
Delta made the enemy run!

In the valley in the sunlight,
Among the wounded, and countless dead;
Among the wounded, and numbered dead;
Corporal Lawrence Virgilio

With shrapnel in his head.
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The old church steeple rising up from the city pricks the autumn moon.

The old steeple clock over the darkened city, differs with the dawn.

The short stormy night: puddles through the cornfield catch the sudden dawn

The short stormy night: puddles in the young corn field catch the sudden dawn

The short stormy night: an old steeple clock differs with the sudden dawn then

The short stormy night: puddles in the young corn field quiet
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